
regressions explored pre-pandemic country profiles including
healthcare system, geographic, socio-economic and population
factors. Feature selection methods detected the main factors
contributing to 2020 EMR. The health system model showed
that an extra nurse per 1,000 and a 1% increase in Healthcare
Access and Quality Index reduces EMR by 41.7% (p = 0.019)
and 0.48% (p = 0.034). The model was statistically significant
(R^2 = 0.415,p = 0.018). Although the geographical model
suggested that a 1% increase in neighbouring countries
increased EMR by 0.42% (p = 0.078), population density
and the model itself were statistically insignificant (p > 0.05).
The socio-economic and population model indicated a 1%
increase in service employed (% of employed) and investment
(% GDP) was linked with a 43.4% (p = 0.01) and 43.7%
(p = 0.01) fall in EMR. The model was significant
(R^2 = 0.488, p = 0.007). Death registration quality and
population share over 70 years, improved model performance
(R^2 = 0.632), but neither approached nominal significance.
EMR during the COVID-19 pandemic benefited from higher
ratios of nurses to population and able and prompt healthcare.
The geographic traits were trivial in explaining EMR variation.
Higher ratios of service employed, and investment (% of GDP)
were linked to lower EMR. These results help to inform
policies now and in future pandemics to strengthen resilience
against EMR.
Key messages:
� This study identified which pre-pandemic factors affected

EMR in partaking countries, adding to a growing body of
work on the COVID-19 pandemic.

� Higher ratios of nurses to population, able and prompt
healthcare, higher % employed, and investment (% of GDP)
were linked to lower EMR.
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Background:
The global population is ageing and the need to promote
health and well-being of this generation is essential. Co-

creative practices can be solutions to welfare challenges in the
health care sector and local policies. However, literature
addressing co-creation of activities to promote health and well-
being is sparse. The review aimed to identify health promotive
activities co-created between the public and older people, the
influence of co-creative activities on health and well-being of
older people, and facilitators and barriers for doing co-
creation.
Methods:
We searched for peer-reviewed and grey literature in eight
scientific and five non-scientific databases. Two reviewers
independently screened publications for eligibility according to
inclusion and exclusion criteria and extracted data. An
inductive thematic content analysis was applied for the
analysis.
Results:
We included nineteen publications. Four themes related to co-
creative activities emerged: ‘‘Social activities’’, ‘‘Activities to
create age-friendly environments’’, ‘‘Discussions of healthy
ageing’’, and ‘‘Physical activities’’. The co-creative activities
influenced the overall well-being, and promoted active and
healthy ageing, physical functioning, and quality of life.
Identified facilitators for co-creation were the role of the
facilitator, a supportive environment, recognition of compe-
tencies, while the main barriers were time and resources, and
recruitment of participants.
Conclusions:
Few studies have investigated co-creation of activities to
promote health and well-being of older people. The included
studies dealt with activities in any form and not merely social
and physical activities co-created. Future co-creation of
activities with older people should consider the role of
facilitators, the environment in which the co-creation takes
place and value time, resources, and competencies of
participants.
Key messages:
� Studies on co-creation of activities to promote health and

well-being of older people is sparse and must be explored
further.

� Future research may focus on co-creation of social and
physical activities to promote health and well-being of older
people and consider known facilitators for co-creation.

5.B. Oral presentations: Impact of COVID-19
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Background:
The effective reproduction number (Rt) represents the average
number of secondary cases generated by an infected person.
During an outbreak, near-real-time monitoring of Rt con-
stitutes a key indicator for detecting changes in disease
transmission and assessing the effectiveness of interventions.

The estimation of Rt usually requires identifying infected cases
in the population which is in practice challenging from
available data. The purpose of this study was to compare Rt
estimates for COVID-19 surveillance in France based on three
data sources of different sensitivity and specificity for
identifying infected cases.
Methods:
By applying a statistical method developed by Cori et al., we
estimated Rt using (1) confirmed cases identified from positive
virological tests among the tested population (2) suspected
cases recorded by a national network of emergency depart-
ments (3) hospital admissions for COVID-19 recorded by a
national administrative system to manage hospital’s
organization.
Results:
From June 2020 to March 2022, the estimates of Rt in France
showed similar temporal trends regardless of the dataset.
Estimates based on the daily number of confirmed cases
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provided an earlier signal that the two other sources, with a lag
of 3 and 6 days compared to estimates based on emergency
department visits and hospital admissions, respectively.
Conclusions:
The COVID-19 experience has proven that monitoring
temporal changes in Rt was a key indicator to help public
health authorities controlling the outbreak in real time. Having
data on infected people in the population to estimate the Rt is
not straightforward in practice. As this study has shown, the
opportunity of using more readily available data, provided that
it is highly correlated with the spread of infection, gives a
practical solution for monitoring the COVID-19 epidemic and
any epidemic in general.
Key messages:
� The effective reproduction number (Rt) is a key parameter

to monitor transmission during epidemics but its estimation
from available data is often a critical issue.

� Based on COVID-19 experience, data sufficiently correlated
with the spread of infection may be appropriate to estimate
Rt and monitor its temporal trend.
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Background:
To limit SARS-CoV-2 transmission, proactive closure of
schools is often believed by policy-makers and public an
effective strategy. While evidence on the role of students in the
spread is ongoing, effects of closure on children’s well-being
are well known. The number of secondary cases per class has
been considered one of main driving criteria to mandate for
distance learning. We aimed to calculate the rate of secondary
infections per classroom and to identify factors associated with
the development of school clusters.
Methods:
We conducted a population-based cohort study between
October 2020 and November 2021 in the province of Venice,
Italy, a catchment area of 600,000 inhabitants. Primary, middle
and high-schools were included.
Results:
We identified 1,623 primary cases of SARS-CoV-2 infection in
students. Of these, 72.5% did not lead to any secondary case in
the school setting, 15.6% to 1, and 11.9% to 2+ contagions.
The so-called second wave (Oct-Dec 2020) was associated with
a lower occurrence of 2+ contagions (AOR = 0.37; 95%CI:
0.24-0.56) than the fourth (Sep-Nov 2021). Both primary
(AOR = 1.74; 95%CI: 1.16-2.63) and middle schools
(AOR = 1.76 95%CI: 1,14-2,72) showed higher odds than
high schools for cluster generation of 2+ cases. The involve-
ment of 2+ secondary cases was lesser associated with the index
case being a student rather than school staff (AOR = 0.42;
95%CI: 0.29-0.60). The number of 2+ cases clusters per week
followed a time trend in line with the general population
incidence.
Conclusions:
The school environment does not facilitate viral spread, but
rather reflects transmission in the community. Appropriate
measures (use of airway protection devices, interpersonal
distancing, frequent hand and respiratory hygiene) and timely
case tracking make school a safe place. Given the documented
negative effects of school closures on children’s learning and

well-being, maintaining school attendance is as essential as it is
desirable.
Key messages:
� A SARS-CoV-2 positive student at school does not generate

secondary infections in 3 out of 4 cases. The risk of cluster
generation is lower when the index case is a student rather
than school staff.

� The school environment does not facilitate viral spread, but
rather reflects transmission in the community. School
attendance is essential considering the effects on children’s
learning and wellbeing.
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Certain percentage of population experiences persistent
symptoms months after an acute Covid-19 episode (Long-
COVID), with a significant impact on daily-life. Few studies
exist on its prevalence and its impact among the general
population. The main objective of this survey was to estimate
the prevalence of Long COVID among the general adult
population in France. Secondary objectives were to evaluate
Long COVID management and to assess impact of this clinical
condition on quality of life and mental health. Cross-sectional
study was performed in March-April 2022 using an online self-
administered questionnaire. The sample was selected by the
quota method from a panel of volunteers. Its representative-
ness was ensured by appropriate weighting. Three groups were
described: Long-COVID, COVID without persistent symp-
toms, never COVID. Post COVID-19 condition as defined by
the WHO was applied for prevalence estimation. The
prevalence was calculated by age and sex. Health care
consumption and impact of Long COVID on quality of life
and mental health will be studied comparing the three groups,
using weighted adjusted polytomic regressions. Here, we
present preliminary findings on Long COVID prevalence.
There were 27,537 respondents, 52% females, mean age (SD)
49 (�16.5). Confirmed or probable COVID-19 was reported
by 33.9% of participants; of whom 85.1% had confirmed
laboratory test. Majority (65.1%) had COVID-19 <3 months
ago. Long COVID concerned 1,086 (4%) participants.
Prevalence was higher for females 4.6% vs. 3.3% for males,
and among younger population for both sex groups. Overall,
prevalence of Long COVID by age group was: 18-34 (6%), 35-
49 (4.7%), 50-64 (3.4%), �65 (1.8%). This is a first estimation
of Long COVID prevalence among the French population.
Representativeness of the sample should be interpreted with
caution due to a sample based on volunteers’ response.
Ongoing analyses will provide clearer understanding of the
impact of Long COVID.
Key messages:
� This is a first estimation of Long COVID prevalence among

the French population.
� There is a significant portion of the French population

impacted by persisting or reoccurring symptoms defined by
Long COVID; its impact and care management will be
further evaluated.
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